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“OH, MISTER PONZI, YOU’VE FOUND THE END OF
the rainbow for me.”  Those of us who have entirely too much
stuff have had this experience:  you found a neat item in your
collection that you had completely forgotten.  I have a large

collection of antique sheet music on the topic of money and finance.  I was filing
some new acquisitions, and I found, Oh, Mister Ponzi by Dan J. Sullivan, dated
1920.  My database showed that I had bought this music sheet in 2000.

This money music is certainly pertinent to recent headlines about
Bernard Madoff, Allen Stanford and their fraudulent investment schemes, bilking
thousands of investors of millions of dollars in recent years.  I was aware that such
confidence games rely on early investors being paid a generous return.  The first
investor gets paid out of money invested by the second investor.  The second
investor is paid out of the third guy’s cash, and so forth.  Word-of-mouth from
the early winners keeps new investors interested.  The con man gets along fine,
only so long as new money is being infused into the pyramid.  If everybody tries
to cash out their accounts, the lack of capital becomes obvious rapidly.  The old
expression, “Robbing Peter to pay Paul” applies here, and these ploys are thus
also called “Peter-Paul schemes.”

Since the criminal operator is offering fraudulent investment vehicles, he
is prosecuted under State and Federal mail fraud and securities statutes.  Usually
the fraudster has an ingratiating personality, able to charm money from the
proverbial widows and orphans with promises of high rates of return.

Such structured cons came to be called “Ponzi Schemes” in the United
States, although there is a long history of similar investment fraud.  In any case,
Ponzi did not invent the crime.  Even Dickens’ plot of Martin Chuzzlewitt fea-
tured a criminal pyramid investment in 1844.  Ponzi Schemes are differentiated
from Pyramid Schemes, because in the latter, investors are to profit from recruit-
ment commissions of other investors/sellers, often in a retail sales effort.  The
market eventually collapses when there are too many sellers (and not enough
sales) to pay commissions up the line.  Pyramid Schemes may barely skirt a line
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dividing them from legitimate marketing.  A Ponzi scheme has no product to sell,
and no recruitment commission…everybody stands to lose.

An informative article from the Federal Trade Commission explains the
details and warns consumers about these scams.  Reading this brought to mind
Mel Brooks’ riotous movie and musical, The Producers. In that plot, the “prod-
uct” was an awful play.  Many investors believed they owned 100% of the stock
issue.  The producers hoped that the play would flop on opening night, allowing
them to pocket all the money from the investors/angels.  Could this be called a
“Reverse Ponzi Scheme”?

To learn more about Ponzi, I turned to the Internet.  His career has
been widely reviewed during the Madoff coverage.  Charles (Carlo) Ponzi was
born in Parma, Italy in 1882.  He lied so often and so inconsistently that his true
background is hazy.  His life in Italy may have included being a postal worker
and a university education.  Ponzi told of arriving in in the United States in 1903
in abject poverty.  From the known record, he was apparently one of those peo-

This tune might leave you humming
for joy, or cause you to quake with
disgust, depending on your timing.
(author’s collection)
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ple who might have succeeded quite well by “going straight,” but he just could
not do it.  Sociopathy or simple thrill-seeking led him from one petty scam to
another, centering on Boston and the East Coast.  For example, an early job as a
waiter resulted in being fired for shortchanging diners.

In 1907, Ponzi was peripherally involved with the failure of the Banco
Zarossi in Montreal.  Financial crimes related to this resulted in Canadian
imprisonment until 1911.  Smuggling illegal Italian immigrants resulted in a two-
year stretch in Atlanta.  This prison term proved to be an education and net-
working opportunity.  In other words, Ponzi met higher-level financial criminals,
and he broadened his criminal horizons.

Back in Boston, Ponzi was married and he participated
in several unsuccessful businesses.  A letter from Spain to one
of his failed operations included an International Postal Reply
Coupon.  Ponzi had never heard of this type of fiscal paper
(neither had this author).  Ponzi’s intuition told him that there
was a profit to be made.

International Postal Reply Coupons (IPRC) are a lit-
tle-known post office product.  The Union Postale Universelle
(UPU) is an international treaty organization responsible for
regularizing international mail between signatory nations.
The UPU has circulated International Postal Reply Coupons
since 1906, although this form of scrip dates from the 1880s.

IPRC are pre-paid international postage vouchers.
Included in your letter abroad, they will pay return postage for
Airmail weighing 20 grams.  A stamped, self-addressed enve-
lope does not serve this purpose, because the return mail
requires stamps from the other country.  The United States
Post Office sells IPRC for $ 2.10 each.  They are postmarked,
and you enclose them in your mail abroad.  The recipient
exchanges them for stamps in his own country.  When one is
received in the United States, it is worth up to 94 cents in
stamps.  The coupons are supplied from UPU headquarters in
Berne, Switzerland, and the current design was issued for the
Centenary of the system.

Italian Postal Coupon/International
Postal Reply Coupon from Italy, con-
temporary with Ponzi’s grand plan.
(author’s collection)

A young Ponzi arrested for earlier
misdeeds. (Wikipedia photo)
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I thought that an example of an IPRC would be a
good item to go along with my Ponzi sheet music.  The U.S.
Post Office website suggested that IPRC were only available at
larger post offices.  I bypassed my local post office in favor of
the main office in Wilmington, Delaware, the nearest large
city.  The errand took place over the lunch hour.  I was not
surprised to see that only about half of the service windows
were open, serving quite a long line.  When I stepped up to the
clerk, I was amused by the look of confusion on her face when
I asked for an International Postal Reply Coupon.  She
thought for a bit, and finally admitted that she had heard of
them in her training classes, but she had never seen one.  She
disappeared for quite a while, returning with the Assistant
Postmaster.  I was told, “There are probably some of those in
the vault.”  They returned with a three-ring binder of plastic
pocket pages that apparently contained seldom-needed postal
products.  I also saw some plate blocks of stamps that might
have been saved to accommodate collectors.  The total number
of IPRC present was two.  I bought their whole supply, total,
$4.20.  After this drawn-out little transaction, I did not hear
any muttering from the long line behind me, but I left in a
hurry.

The current IPRC is graphically attractive.  It is a 10 x
15 cm. card.  It features a vignette of the hands of God and

Adam taken from Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel ceiling of 1511.  The hands are
overlaid with a gold postage stamp outline on a light blue background.  A holo-
gram shows the logo of the UPU organization.  The logo itself is placed on the
upper left of the card.  The text on the face is in French, but the back repeats the
obligation in German, English, Arabic, Japanese, Spanish and Russian.  The
design current when I bought mine expired in December of 2009.

The Union Postale Universelle logo shows five figures handing letters to
each other around a world globe.  One of the cartoon figures wears a long feather
headdress, obviously intended to be a Native American representing North

Above:  Ponzi the dude, riding high
on some scheme or other.
(Wikipedia photo)

Below:  Ponzi bought a mansion in
Lexington, Massachusetts. 
(Photo courtesy Mark Knutson)
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America.  I suspect that e-mail and Internet shopping have
greatly reduced the demand for IPRC in commerce.

Earlier, I used the term “scrip” to describe these
instruments.  They are a paper medium of exchange, good for
merchandise.  They are bearer documents, with cash value,
although not of an emergency issue as most of us think of
scrip.  IPRC appeared to be one of those crossover items
between Philately and Syngraphics, and so, this article was
submitted to a journal devoted to paper money.

IPRC are collected.  Such things are described as
“back of the book” items in the stamp hobby.  That implies
that they are sidelines to more obvious and popular stamp material, and there-
fore, relegated to the back pages of the Scott Catalogs and other references.
Three states are found: unused, sold (but not redeemed), and redeemed (two
postmarks).  The redeemed ones are supposed to be destroyed after they are
turned in, so these are scarcer.  There are always a few different ones on eBay,
mostly older ones from other countries.  I was able to find an Italian one from
the early 20th century to go along with the Ponzi story.

Having been introduced to International Postal Reply Coupons, Ponzi
developed his idea.  Post World War I conditions in Europe caused a disparity in
postal rates, particularly in Italy.  Ponzi realized that he might buy IPRC abroad
in quantity and redeem them here for a profit after reselling the stamps.  This
was the “product” of the Ponzi scheme: arbitrage of IPRC, for which he claimed
profit potential far beyond any reality.  Ponzi promoted his idea mainly among
Boston’s Italian community, offering huge returns starting in the last days of
1919.  Millions of dollars poured in.  By definition, the early investors were paid
large amounts.  Word of mouth and a network of paid agents generated windfalls
of cash.  Modest amounts were accepted from working people, and many people
reinvested their profits.  Ponzi had soon realized that he could not make any real
money with IPRC, so he did not actually bother to buy any amount of them. 

Ponzi lived an expansive lifestyle while times were good.  A mansion in
Lexington, Massachusetts and a large interest in the Hanover Trust Bank of
Boston were signs of his success.  His business savvy was lauded
in the Boston Post in July, 1920, and investors could not send
money quickly enough.  No paper records were kept, but Ponzi
made millions.  By some measures, a million 1920 dollars is
worth 10+ million today.

Simultaneously, Clarence Barron, the financial analyst
and publisher, was asked to investigate on behalf of the newspa-
per.  By Barron’s calculations, the expense of handling the
IPRC transactions would exceed the profit.  Furthermore,
160,000,000 IPRC would be needed to cover the obligations of
Ponzi’s investment company.  The UPU reported that there
were only 27,000 IPRC in circulation worldwide.

Charles Ponzi was arrested in August of 1920 and was
sentenced to five years.  After an early release, he faced state
charges and deportation.  He jumped bail and went to Florida,
where he sold swampland in the Jacksonville area, calling it
“prime resort property.”  He was jailed in Florida, Louisiana
and Massachusetts.  Deportation occurred in 1934.  Back in
Italy, he failed at several schemes and obtained a job in Brazil.
There he died in a charity hospital in 1949.  In his sickbed
interview he expressed his opinion that for the folks in Boston
“It was easily worth fifteen million bucks to watch me put the
thing over.”

Ponzi at the height of his 1920 fraud.
(Wikipedia photo)

Ponzi is facing deportation and he has
visibly aged. (Wikipedia photo)
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If one can summon any sympathy for a character like Ponzi, it might be
based on the tragedy of unfulfilled promise.  Ponzi was apparently intelligent and
described as utterly charming.  He continued to have supporters among his vic-
tims (including his ex-wife) in spite of all evidence to the contrary.  Some fault in
his makeup caused him to take the criminal path, reaching a pitiful end.

One wonders if composer Dan J. Sullivan of Boston was one of Ponzi’s
early investors actually profiting greatly from his investment.  In the music,
“Respectfully dedicated to Mr. Chas. Ponzi,” Sullivan writes:

Hey! Mr. PonziVerse
All my life I’ve toil’d and toil’d so hard from sun to sun,
Always going, never knowing when my work was done,Always dreaming idle dreams that never would come true.
Now they’re lined with gold and thanks to you.Chorus
Oh! Mister Ponzi, you’re a wizard, Mister Ponzi,You beat Aladdin and his funny little lamp,And all the glory of the little kiddies’ fairy story When compar’d to you is gone.You’ve made my life just like a movie,I thrill and thrill in ecstasy.Oh! Mister Ponzi, you’re a wizard, Mister Ponzi,You’ve found the end of the rainbow for me.Verse

Dreaming golden dreams, I hope I never will wake up,Let me drink of happiness until I drain the cup,Here’s good luck to you and your’s until the end of time,
While I sing to you in joy sublime.Chorus
Oh! Mister Ponzi, you’re a wizard, Mister Ponzi,You beat Aladdin and his funny little lamp,And all the glory of the little kiddies’ fairy story When compar’d to you is gone.You’ve made my life just like a movie,I thrill and thrill in ecstasy.Oh! Mister Ponzi, you’re a wizard, Mister Ponzi,You’ve found the end of the rainbow for me.

This tune never reached the Billboard charts.  I suspect that very few song
sheets were sold in the several months that Ponzi was riding high.  Money and
finance are common themes in music, as in life in general; however, you seldom
find a piece of music so steeped in irony.

Next on our program:  The Prisoner’s Song.
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